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A BIG thank you to the several hundred who have already sent in their
renewal checks. You should notice your address label with the year /03 after your
ATCA number. This means that we have recorded your dues. If we received your
renewal check after November 25, then the change will show on your January mailing. If your dues have not been paid by December 30, then you will receive a
postcard instead of the January newsletter as a reminder. Please, if you have not
already done so, send your dues to: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362.
The dues check for $35 ($40 for international members) should be made payable
to ATCA.

CHECK THE LOCKS on Page 5

LIKE TOOLS??? Check out the article on Page 6. The pouch and tools at right a
common tools carried by today's telephone men.

MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com
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----------1 MEMBER UPDATE Ir..----------NEW MEMBERS

THOMAS RICE, No. 4019
2913 Condel Drive
Orlando, FL 32812
Tel: (407) 898-7324
R. DAVID UHLENDORF, No. 4020
P.O.~Box 715, 558 Main St.
Park City, UT 84060-0715
Tel: (435) 649-8654
(435) 901-3330

ADDRESS CHANGES
RUSTY SCHWARZ, No. 2969
HC 67 Box 737
Antlers, OK 74523
Tel: (580) 298-4779
DAVID BASEWITZ, No. 33
805 Chesterwood Ct.
Marlton, NJ 08053
Tel: (856) 810-7443
S. BLACK-PETERSEN,
36 KYSTVEJ
LISELEJE DK-3360
DENMARK

No. 580

Letter to the Editor.
November 16, 2002
I have a PR problem!
I have people asking for a recondition phone
for 3 Dollars. Especially a metal dial from the
1950's ... I get these in need of repair & reconditioning. I pay 5 dollars for a phone that needs
reconditioning and it cost me another 10 to 15
dollars to put it on the table for sale. Some collectors informed me that a Black Metal Dial
was worth $35. I have people trying to get it
for 5 dollars! 'Thisis almost an insult when they
make this offer. With their offer I'd be losing
money.
With the Plastic Dial Phones from the 1950's
I should get at least $15. There are some dial
phones in the 1960's that are lighter in weight
that I sell for $10. There is also the polishing
that I do. I should get something for my time
& effort.
PS - There is one guy that comes around
(with-out a name) that is knocking my pricing
and claims to be a collector. He has become a
thorn in-my-side. he thinks I am trying to-get
top dollar.
Sincerely,
George J. Masciarelli, Sr.
Member No. 2660

ATCA MONTHLY
FINANCIAL REPORT
OCTOBER 2002
Balance Forward

$10,475.16

Income:
New Members
Spousal
Renewals
Interest
Misc. (fact sheets)

152.00
-0102.50
1.72

TOT AL INCOME

$

10.50

$10,741.88
Expenses:
Newsletters
Newsletter Postage
Salaries (John/Cindy)
Telephone
Office Supplies
Postage
Copies
Printing - envelopes
Quarterly Taxes - IRS
Indiana Dept. of Rev.
Fall Show Plaques
DCHS - membership &
donation
TOTAL:

741.12
950.00 --- -695.32
127.36
-035.07
120.00
166.00
420.84
49.80
167.26
150.00

$ 3,622.77

ENDING BALANCE

$ 7,119.11
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ATCA SHOW & AUCTION
This year's show will also feature a
Telephone Auction from the collection
of a long time member.
LIST OF ITEMS: 25 various wood
wallphones, 30 ringer boxes, 16 mags,
1 payphone, 1 Federal switchboard,
WE sewing machine, character
phones, intercoms, misc. phones and
parts.
If you have ever thought of driving
to the show this would be the year,
rent a table to sell your unwanted
items, then buy, return home with a
full load to add to your collection.
Show Buyer Only Registration, $5.00
Registration and One Table, $25.00
Additonal Tables - $20 ea.
---Bend Payment Tor=r: --PAUL MIKULA
650 E. Chapman Ct. • Oviedo, FFL 32765
e-mail: pauLmikula@yahoo.com

THANK YOU ...
The family of Sidney Keller would like to give
special thanks to John Huckeby for the
memorial announcement and thanks to all the
club members and friends for all the cards,
phone calls and contributions to the Cancer and
Heart Funds.
The memorial resolution in memory of Sid,
our Dad, was very nice and thoughtful. We appreciate this a lot. We would like to let you
know we have had many good times with
everyone at all the shows. It will not be the
same but Mildred and I (Gary) hope to attend
many more shows with our friends. Thanks.
The Keller Family

TELEPHONE SIGN REVIEW
by Alan Colburn

IN MEMORY ...
Max Steckenrider passed away on Oct. 15,
2002, at Olathe Medical Center. He was 91
years old. Max was a great inspiration to me
to collect telephones. My grandfather had sold
him and Jerry Wilhelmi phones and parts for
years. After I took over the phone business
from my grandfather, I too sold some stuff to
Max. I always learned something from Max.
Max had a talent for taking old phones in poor
condition and turning them into nice, restored
phones for collectors. Max was an amazing
man and I (and many others) will dearly miss
him!
R. Wiltfong

266.72

r-----------------------~~
MAITLAND

Alan Colburn
(561) 642-7775

e-mail: scabullet@aol.com

This is quite a rare sign from the Southern __
Bell Teleplioiie and Tele-graph COmpany. One
.thing different about it is the size-(-151'-x~6~
and also the shape of the bell - it is sort-of
squatty, unlike most bells that are taller and
narrower. By the 'Local and Long Distance'
bell, we know that the sign dates between 1908
and 1921. There is no maker's name on it, so
we really don't know who made it. Another interesting thing is the color - instead of blue and
white, it is actually black and white porcelain.
There is also a mounting flange as you can see.
If you've been following the 'Telephone Sign
Review' these past 2 years, you've read about
a lot of neat telephone signs. The telephone
sign collecting hobby is really wide open. There
are so many different types and sizes to collect, it would be nearly impossible to get a complete set.
I'm sure most of you have searched E-bay
for antique telephones and such, but there are
also many telephone signs for sale, some of
them very rare that I've never seen before. The
number of different signs is just amazing.
Good collecting!
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----------1 EDUCATIONAL I~---------Experimenter's Notebook

F

or about the past 6 months, I

,"

have been busy scrounging
around for a few step switches,
in order to build a small system.
Along the way, I have gotten much
valuable information and guidance
from several of the switchers. I did
find three WECo switches with contact banks (Iinefinder, selector, and
connector, and got them going ok).
But , for lack of authentic central office tone and interrupter, I went ahead
and made my own version from
scratch, to use with the SXS
switches.
As the little system has progressed, I have added a few more
things to it. Dial-in access from the
outside telephone line is one of the
things I got working. It too uses circuits that were literally built out of the
junk box.
As a general note: So far, for
convenience, I have been running all
of my home-brew add on stuff off of
a separtate.5 volt DC power supply.
The 5 volt supply rails are completely
isolated from the 48 volts DC (battery and ground) that the SXS
switches use.
These experimental circuits
have survived live testing and
changes for long enough now, that I
figured maybe they would be of use
or interest to others who may be considering making a similar small system.
So, with that explained; I
present to you the dialtone generator
and coupling circuit. Without getting
very fancy, I was after something that
would approximate an old dialtone.
Back in the late 1960's and early
1970's, there was an A.E. step office
near Madison, Wisconsin that had a
low-sounding monotone dialtone. I
struggled hard to recall what that

By Chuck Richards

sounded like. Then, I tried several
kinds of simple one-transistor oscillators until I had one that sounds
fairly close to that old A.E. dialtone.
The following schematic is
what I came up with. I have it set to
oscillate at about 111 cycles per
sec. That's the fundamental frequency. You can see by looking at
the sketch of the oscillogram, that
"the waveform also includes a
damped wave with a period of
roughly 2 milliseconds. So this
damped part is roughly a 500 cycle
component. The result is a fairly
close approximation of that old
raspy A.E. dialtone.
Being such a crude and
simple circuit, it lends itself to experimentation.
The schematic
shown is just one general example.
It will work with many different
parts. The values shown, and the
specific parts just
happen to be the ones I used. But
others may be substituted. For instance, the output choke. Darned
near any choke will work. I even
tried the 120 volt primary winding
of a 120v to 12v transformer as a
substitution for this, and it works
very well.
The main ingredients are:
1) A general purpose NPN
transistor (2N3904 or 2N2222 or
equiv.)
2) Three 8 ohm to 1k ohm
audio transformers (Radio Shack
273-1380 or equiv.)
3) An LM-386 audio amplifier IC (also avail. at Radio Shack)
4) A few resistors, capacitors, and potentiometers, as shown.
The electrolytic
caps.
needn't be rated more than 12 volts
or so.
On the output side of the
coupling circuit, I opted for 100 volt
orange drop caps, just to be on the
safe side in case of any high volt-

age transients coming back from
the selector.
Also added for spike and
transient protection are the .1 uF
and .01 uF caps across the output choke, as well as the two 8 volt
metal oxide varistors. The circuit
will work without these four parts,
but when coupled into the 48 volt
SXS environment, transient protection is a very good thing to
have.
For anyone who wants to
try building this: if you get it even
close to what's shown, it will most
likely work.
The potentiometer at the
transistor's base sets the frequency. The potentiometer at the
386 amp's input sets the volume.
They are all kind of interdependent. Play around with frequency,
and volume until it does what you
want it to do. You may have to
tweak the value of the .47 uF cap
at the base of the transistor to get
it right. An alternate part for transformer T3 would be a 600 to 900
ohm audio transformer. (Radio
Shack 273-1374) It would not produce as loud of a signal as the 8
ohm to 1k ohm one.
Solderless breadboards
work very well. They are available
from several sources listed below.
Next time, I'll show the
crystal controlled digital interrupter
that makes the 60 IPM busy, and
120 IPM reorder.
Some suppliers of parts:
All are 1-(800) numbers, and all
print and send out free catalogs:
Allied Electronics,
Jameco, 831-4242;
276-2206;
Hosfelt,
Digi-Key, 344-4539;

433-5700;
B.G. Micro,
524-6464;
Electronix

Express, 972-2225.

Spring Show
Abilene,KS
April 5-6, 2003

(Continued on Page 4)
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(Experimenter's Notebook continued from Page 3)
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TELEPHONE DIALS AND PUSHBUTTONS
PRE-PUBLICATION
Can you identify all of the following instruments, and do you know?
Where were they used?
When were they used?
Why were they developed?
Who developed them?
Dials with four different layouts of the dial all one one dial?
Dials with 25 numbers?
Instruments with only four pushbuttons, all of them letters?
Dials used to set up calls by moving the dial vertically up and down
- instead of around?
Dials with only one number on them?
Dials with the numbers and only two letters on them?
Dials printed in non-Roman alphabets - or numbers?
Several layouts of the dial where the full officenames appear on the dial.
What was the call-exchange pushbutton?
What was the PBX ground button?
Setting up calls using turn levers?
Setting up calls using a stylus?
Dials with the full office name spelled out?
Instruments with 3, 4, 5 or 6 up-down pull levers?
Some 25 different arrangements of the touch-tone pad?
Some dials proposed by major manufacturers or major telephone
systems, which were never used.
You can answer all these questions, if you have this long-awaited book
in your collection.
Most of these dials, pushbutton pads, and lever arrangements have:
• One or more pictures of the apparatus

DECEMBER 2002

PRICE OFFER
• A short text describing who produced it, when and where it was used, and how it was used
• A short telephone directory extract, showing how the system was
numbered (where available).
The book is the result of 15 years of research by Stan Swihart, editor
of Telecom History. Thanks to the several hundred people in over 30
countries who have worked together to gather and produce this indispensable telephone reference book.
The book is about the size of a typical issue of Telecom History, which
averages between 144-150 pages.
In the U.S.A.
Offered at $35.00 (U.S.), shipped by media mail (formerly book rate)
Add $3.00 (U.S.) for Priority Mail.
SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE $30.00 (U.S.)per copy. For
the special pre-payment price, all orders and payment must be
postmarked on or before December 20, 2002. After that date orders
accepted only for the full price. Overseas pre-publication orders must
be received by January 3, 2003.
Make check payable to: Stan Swihart
Send orders to Box 2818, Dublin, California 94568 U.S.A.
Canada orders add $3.00 (U.S.) additional postage and handling
Orders outside the U.S.A. and Canada, add $7.00 (U.S.) for airmail,
$6.00 (U.S.) for surface mail
U.S. cash accepted but at sender's risk (none has been lost so far)
All personal checks must be in U.S. dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank
Publication and distribution date after New Years.
Inquiries: E-mail stanswi@earthlink.net
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-----------1 EDUCATIONAL f~---------A ttachment World
Early telephone users were no doubt
fascinated with locks, given the number and
type available. They were designed to reduce
or eliminate unauthorized use of the phone.
The cost of phone use in the early days was
probably not based on the number of local calls
as early metering -of these calls was probably
not possible. But once long distance service
was available, the cost of each of those calls
could far exceed the cost of local service.Phone owners, especially those with phones in
public places, would want a way to control their
use.
An example of an early candlestick
locking device is pictured here in two styles.
One was designed to attach to phones with
straight shafts and was called the Number One
Telephone Locking Device, manufactured
by
the Chas. C. Bielitz of New York City. The Number Two Device was designed to fit on tapered
shaft candlesticks.
Both attached
to the
phone in the same manner with a clamp on the
upright portion of the phone and a smaller
clamp on the switchhook. The two clamps came
together perpendicular to one
another, permitting the hasp
of a padlock to secure the
two clamps to one another.
The result
was that the
switchhook could not be operated, rendering the telephone inoperative. This system of locking had a single
major drawback: The phone
could not be used for incoming calls as well.
The locks were furnished in small boxes with pictures of the type of phone on
which the lock was to be used.
Each part was wrapped individually in tissue paper, and
the manufacturer of all the
small padlocks which come
with these devices was Eagle,
a company still in the business
today of making locks. These
devices are very collectible
and are not easy to find. Somewhere I read
that the original cost of these devices was .•••.

$
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By Gary I). Goff, #1425

1.001
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-----------1 EDUCATIONAL 1----------THE BELL SYSTEM TOOL CORNER

By John Stallone

Basic Installation & Repair Tools and Their Pouches Through the Years

E

myopinion I&R has the largest variety of
most interesting tools. This is the first year
iversary of the Bell System tool comer
and I would love to highlight what first got me
into collecting BIS tools. These are the ones
most commonly referred to as Pocket Tools.
You're probably thinking,"Why are
they called pocket tools; aren't tools carried
in a pouch?" Well in the early days of installing phones in the late 1800's and early 1900's,
many installers stuck what hand tools they
needed to work with in their pant's pocket and
hence the term Pocket Tools was born. The
majority of all I&R tools back then were carried
in an installer's case or bag; however, working
around a subscriber's house and climbing poles
and ladders made it impractical to carry your
installer's case every where you went. Depending on what operating company, an I&R
man would have been issued either a case (tool
box) or tool bag to carry the basic hand tools
plus additional equipment and supplies.
Years ago tools were of the utmost
importance and were very guarded. They were
considered a large capital investment committed to an employee and the operating company
took their transportation and storage seriously.
If a tool were lost, there was a large process to
go through to get it replaced and the craftsman may have had to pay for its replacement.
On the other hand, tools were regularly exchanged when an old worn or broken unsafe
tool was turned in. This was during the infancy
of the Bel1 System and tools were practical1y
handcrafted and costs were high. This was to
be the beginning of branding BELL SYSTEM
on almost everything. Its primary function was
to be a theft deterrent. You wouldn't want to
get caught with TELEPHONE COMPANY
PROPERTY whether you were an employee
at home with company tools or ANYONE
ELSE, ANYWHERE at ANYTIME! Today's
mass commercial production of tools and tough
unions make losing a tool not a big deal and
it's been that way for quite a while.
Back then keeping your tools close by
your side was important as wel1 as convenient.
Some where around the early 1920's, the first
tool pouch was developed for just that reason.
It was a unique idea that was developed to
satisfy an important need as wel1 as fit the tools
of its time. This pouch was great for the basics
but lacked extra room, which still led to guys
putting things in their pockets, for instance,
the good old sash brush.
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This is where the progression begins.
In each photo tools of a different period are
displayed. I have separated then into primary
(carried in the pouch) and secondary (carried
in the case) note the change of their position
thru the years and the addition and change in
the tools itself. Keep in mind these are East
coast configurations as the West and Midwest
had different style pouches.
Over the years the tool pouch became a
symbol of your seniority between fellow workers, you could tell how long a guy had in or
how much of a rookie a guy was by checking

out his pouch. By the Mid 40's, a new
and improved "B" pouch was being issued. Another term was coined, Side
Tools, this was from your pouch being
on one side to carry your tools. The "B"
pouch had a long run up until about 1970
when the "D" pouch began to be issued.
This was a new and improved style designed to fit the ever-growing need for
different types of tools. This pouch is
still issued today with the only thing that
has changed over the years being the
tools that went into it.
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-----------1 ADVERTISEMENTS l~----------

WILLIAM SAMEK, No. 2282
7241 S.W. 63rd Avenue, #203-C
Miami, FL 33143
Tel. & Fax: (305) 552-5000 (anytime)
Cell: (786) 390-4988 (anytime)
E-mail: Samek@msn.com
WANTED

JOHN LaROSE, No. 3757
314 Websterville Rd.
Barre, VT 05641
Tel: (802) 479-9223
E-mail: jhlarose@hotmail.com
WANTED

WANTED

To repair your antique telephones. Repair or
replace any metal work on phones. Make and
sell quality plastic receiver shells in complete
assembly (minus the guts), or part by part. Can
make mouthpieces, potbellies, switchhooks,
binding posts, and do castings, nickel-plating,
restoration, and much, much more. All are
quality parts and repairs to enhance the value
of your collection.
FOR SALE

Will pay cash for the following items needed
to complete a WE Type-21 candlestick: (1)WE
7-digit beveled transmitter in nickel; (2) WE
transmitter cup in nickel with the grommet; (3)
WE large knurled nut, bolt, and washer
assembly.

Candlestick paperweight
telephones (see
below). High quality handcrafted nickel-plated
brass. Approximately
one-quarter scale.
Available now Strowger dial Potbelly, North
Electric Potebelly, Wilhelm Fluted Shaft and
Swedish-American #70. $45 ea. plus shipping.

Potbelly or tapered shaft candlestick phones
or coffin phone 0 Early electric motors or
fans.

WALLY TUBBS
Tel: (402) 423-4716
E-mail: dt44829@alltel.net

RICK SOMERS
378 Bountiful Path
Redding, CA 96003
Tel: (530) 223-5348 (night)
(530) 225-3015 (day)
E-mail: rick----somers@msn.com
WANTED
2GB or 2HB Western Electric dial in good condition for restoration of AA1 telephone. Prefer
to have with 132B faceplate 0 Seamless
mouthpiece for E1 handset.

ROBERT STERN
Tel: (212) 879-4144
E-mail: RGST60@aol.com
FOR SALE
1950's 550 model Bell TelephonefWestern Electric 100-position plug board in good working
and looking condition, $600.

DENNIS L. OWENS, No. 1648
212 Caroline Ave.
Villas, NJ 08251-2403
Tel: (609) 886-3352
E-mail: phone1@webtv.net
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
AE/GTE 810 D-38379-A transmitters, $1 ea.
or (12)for $10 0 WET 1 transmitters, tested,
$1 ea. or (12) for $10 0 AE/GTE D-5130-A
receivers, $1 ea. or (12) for $10 0 U-type
receivers, $1 ea. or (12) for $10 0 WE NOS
2500 faceplate, light gray-73 and charcoal-70
- mix or match - $2.50 ea. or (6)for $12 0 Used ITT/Cortelco Soft Touch Electronic TT Dial
Pad (with built-in polarity guard), great replacement dial for any bad TT dial pad - $4 ea or
(6)for $20 0 Used ITT/Cortelco mini plastic
ball bearing ringer, great for those tight spots
- $1.50 ea. or (8)for $10 0 Used ITT/Cortelco
1427 PC board network, upgrade that old
phone or ringer box - $2 ea. or (6) for $10 U
523 Jack for mounting modular wall telephone
sets, 4-lead - 75' ea. or (12)for $8 0 616B jack
(handset) for use on the base of 2554 type wall
telephone sets, 75' ea. or (12) for $8.
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MITCH SOROKA, No. 662
5 Orient Way
No. Caldwell NJ 07006
Tel: (973) 746-4493 (W)
(973) 226-6261 (H)
E-mail: MITCHSS@aol.com
FOR SALE
Multiple CD package set of Early Telephone
Company catalogs on CDs. 20 catalogs in all!
That's only $3 ea.! These CDs are high resolution, high quality scans of each page that can
be zoomed in for greater detail and printed out
as well. The telephone companies on the CDs
are as follows: American Electric, Andrae (4
catalogs), Chicago (3 catalogs), Mianus (2
catalogs), Farr (2 catalogs), DeVeau (2
catalogs), Eureka, Gray Paystations (1912),
Monarch (2 catalogs), T.W. Ness, Western
Telephone Construction.
Example: (3)Very early and rare Chicago Tel.
Catalogs. Has over 150 pages of fantastic pies
& info on 3-boxers, 2-boxers, tandems, potbelly stick, pencil-shaft with wood base stick,
semi-potbelly, receivers, transmitters, switchboards, subsets, parts, etc. Amazing large
drawings of the phones and parts, including
showing how a semi-potbelly is taken apart.
All for only $60 to your door. The cost of the
actual catalogs were well over $1000.
TOREY MALATIA, No. 3737
Tel: (773) 768-0523 (H)
E-mail: tmalatia@wbez.org
INFORMATION WANTED
I'm interested in learning about the industrial
designers who produced Deco styles for the

Kellogg company (700, 900, and 1000 series)
and AE (like the 34, 40, 50) during the height
of popularity of their respective lines. While
Western Electric designers like Henry
Dreyfuss, Robert Hose, and others have been
written about in Meyer and elsewhere, I
haven't found any information on who these
Kellogg and AE creative artists of the past
were _ not even their names! If you have any
information or can recommend source material,
please let me know.

RUSS COWELL, No. 3065
105 Woodmere Dr.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
Tel: (757) 258-5308
FOR SALE
Green WECo 1500 set dated 5/66. Nice and
clean, as found, faceplate is chipped above the
2 and 3 buttons, $30 plus shipping.
WANTED
Open plastic fingerwheel for No.6 dial on early WECo 500 set 0 Black WECo shoulder
rest for G4 handset. Shoulder rest is "T"
shaped with body of "T" about 4" long and top
of "T" about 3" across with rubber cushion.
Base of "T" has two prongs which mate with
handset.
GARY PRA'ID, No. 1995
4625 Reforma Road
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-4026
Tel: (818) 222-4544 (PST)
E-mail: GaryPrato@aol.com
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
RARE late model black AE34 with factory
modification. It has a cutout behind the cradle
for easy pick-up. PHone has a crack on front
and rear corner. $185 0 Gray plastic CONNECTICUT model TP6A in excellent condition
with proper dial and dial card, $500.
WANTED
Maroon AE40 and any colored AE34 or 50.
FOR TRADE
Nile green & jade green AE 40 0 Ivory
AE34, 40 & 50 0 Blue AE40 & AE50 for
above.
GARY GOFF
3805 Spurr Circle
Brea, CA 92823
Tel: (714) 528-3561
E-mail: ggoff@telis.org
WANTED
Bottom
cover for Couch Autophone
candlestick. I understand that it's a little over
5" in diameter and is actually two pieces of
metal, the outer part bending upward around
the base of the phone. This portion is covered
with felt.
FOR SALE
Rubber bottom cover gaskets for AE 34, 40
and the round model, 1A. The cost is $10 each
to your door or two for $19 to your door 0
I have purchased some reproduction blank
fingers tops for #2 WE dials. I have an engraver
who will engrave whatever letter combination
you would like. Paul Vaverchak sells three
types of stops: blank, 2AB and 2HB. All others
would have to be custom, so now is your chance
to have exactly what you want. I walso have
some original 2AE stops is anyone is
interested.
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JOHN LaBALBO, No. 3957
31 Marshall St.
Albany, NY 12209
Tel: (518) 626-9490
WANTED
Subsets, metal or wood, with coils, W.E. or
compatible D Is there such a thing as a
mounting bracket or plate for an AE
Spaces aver with dial. If so, I could use one D
WE 579A contact spring bender.
PATRICK NEIGHBORS, No. 3072
24610 Edgewood Dr.
Novi, MI 48374
Tel: (248) 347-1039
WANTED
Perch for Stromberg-Carlson
candlestick
telephone, common type (round chrome ball).
ELLIOTT TUCKEL, No. 688
339 Stamford Ave.
Stamford, CT 06102
Tel: (203) 967-9441
E-mail: etuckel@but-atl.com

TIM KARPEN, No. 1869
Tel: (208) 938-0205
WANTED
Butternut Bread cis attachment D Tray-type
scossor gate with wall mount D Kellogg
wallphone (likeon pg. 49 bottom left - Dooner's
2nd edition).

WECo dial 202 with El handset and original
brown cloth cords, $150 D WECo dial 500
sets (black) with metal fingerwheel. $10 ea. D
WECo dial 302 set with Fl handset and
original brown cloth cords, $75 D WECo dial
500 wall set, yellow, $35 D'Kellogg arm &
mount, complete with cup, faceplate and
mouthpiece - all parts are original, $75 D Dial
500 set, white, hardwired, $35 D WECo dial
302 with Fl handset & metal case, with original
brown cloth cords, $125 D Wurlitzer Juke
Box, Model 2610, holds (40) '45's', $2000.

GARY MILLAM, No. 2503
110 Briggs St., #15
Taunton, MA 02780
Tel: (508) 824-9243 (6-10 PM EST)
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)

FRANK LUTKA, No. 979
36 Hartsdale Drive
Etobicoke, Ontario M9R 2S5
CANADA
Tel: (416) 244-4666
FOR SALE
(2) 11W' strips of (10),18B magneto drops and
jacks, $10 ea. D 11 W' strip of (3)' 18B
magneto drops and 10 jacks, #5, 6, 7 - $6 D
Books: Principles of Electricity, 1929, $25;.
Principles of Electricity, 1953, $20; Railway
Dispatch and Communication Equipment
(W.E.), $20; Make a Joyful Sound (The romance
of Mabel Hubbard and Alexander Graham
Bell), $16; Long Distance Please (The story of
the Trans Canada Telephone System), $25; On
The Line (MCI who took on AT&T), $15;
Disconnecting Parties (managing the Bell
System Break-Up), $20; Telephony's Directory
and Buyers Guide (1987 issue), $7; Wrong
Number (The break-up of AT&T), $20.
DAVID MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490

WE ivory 554B wallphone, mint, $10 D WE
beige 500 desk phone, hardwired, dated 12-60,
EC, $10 D WE Trimline phones - (1) red
round button desk, (1) yellow rotary desk, (1)
brown rotary wall, (1)ivory round button wall,
all work fine and are in good to VGC. $5 ea.
- take all for $16 D WE 9C dials, complete,
tested OK, (1)black, (1)yellow, (1)beige - $1 ea.
FOR TRADE
TELEPHONE and ROAD MAP of the state
of Rhode Island, issued by the Providence
Telephone Company, dated 1908. (Local and
Long Distance BeUlogo on front cover) EC. I
would like to trade for (1)small telephone directory in EC from the 1900s or (2) small ones in
EC from the 1920s.

JOHN DRESSER
22584 Veronica Dr.
Salinas, CA 93908
Tel: (831) 484-1961
E-mail: fjdress@pacbell.net
WANTED

FOR SALE OR TRADE
Western Electric used transmitter caps from
Fl handsets, (20)for $10, (100)for $30 - (1,000)

2002

DOUGLAS M. SINGLEY, No. 2642
2364 Upper Dr.
Pearl, MS 39208
Tel. & FAX: (601) 939-7657
E:mail: douggala@juno.com
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)

FOR SALE
Various COLOR Merlin 5210 button phones,
$50 ea.
WANTED
6224 BTN Spirit phones, any condition - top
dollar paid.

DECEMBER

pieces available. These caps fits old receiver
shells to replace the broken or missing ones.
They fit old W.E., A.E., Kellogg and American
Electric receiver shells D Western Electric
walnut #101E subset. This is the one that takes
the large capacitor, which of course is missing.
Also, the subset for the #10 tapered-shaft
phone. With an extra cord hole in the door,
$90 D Oak magneto Couch fiddleback phone,
$275, with marked transmitter
D Working
Genie phone, ivory, round dial-type touch tone
pad, American Telecommunications Products,
S35 .D Blue and white porcelain sign with a
1939 Bell logo at each end, "Public Telephones
Use the Bell", with a few chips and some
fading, 14"x90", $400.

Walnut Western Electric top box with bell
straps mounted on the front door D Western
Electric inkwell paperweight.

BOB CLARK, No. 692
Tel: (508) 996-8357
E-mail: anteltruck@aol.com

WANTED
139A cast iron backboard for mounting 50
through 200-Series payphones on horizontal
surfaces D Pictures of Studebaker installation and repair vehicles D Safety posters that
went on rear doors of New England Telephone
installation and repair trucks from the 30s
through the early 50s - any info would be
greatly appreciated.

DAVE GRILL, No. 1047
Tel: (724) 222-2623
E-mail: growinold@attbi.com
FOR SALE
Wireless phone jacks (1) pair $20 ppd. Lower
price in quantities
D "Phone
Clip"
candlestick phone attachment pad and pencil
holder, $125 ppd. D Am. Electric SwingAway repro bottom box, no rec., $450 or prefer
trade.
FOR TRADE
Century split shaft, no rec., trade for S.C. oilcan
in almost any condition - don't need a rec. or
faceplate.
WANTED
Beveled W.E. numbered faceplate D Nickel
WE backcup with gromet D S.C. oiican, I'll
trade several sellable common items and phone
clips or a combo of the swing-away and com- 'mon stuff or??? - always wanted one - never
had one!

MIKE DAVIS, No. 2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756-2623
Tel: (516) 735-9765 (after 5pm please)
E-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
www.geocities.com/mikesvin tagetelephone
WANTED
WE 35A dial mount. This is a dial mount that
is used to angle a dial to one side or the other.
It's not a switchboard mount D WE #1
dial D American Bell long pole D Green
and blue 302's D Old payphones and
parts D Gray 50A pay phone D Gray and
W.E. 5-cent coin collectors D WE touch tone
3-slot payphones.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Verizon phone booth sign, with the red check,
$20 D WE beige 701 Princess phone - still
connected to the original ringer, $40 D Blue
rotary 701 Princess phone, $40 D Bakelite
WE G handset, $10 D Bell System early
Princess phone key chains, the whole set of all
5 colors - they are NOS, $10 plus $1 postage.
o need to call, I still have plenty D Bell
System marked large green flashlight or
lantern that holds 2 large telephone batteries,
has 2 large lenses and multi-position switch,
$25 D Old box with 21 Bell on it, (contains
ribbon) and marked "inked Jibbon", $5 D
Coin boxes with lids for payphones. They are
functional and in good condition. Short ones
for 3-slots - $25 ea.; and tall ones for single
slots, $15 ea.

Please Send All Ads To: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
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